Becky and Evaldo in Brazil
January 2021
Dear Friends,
Happy New Year to you all from Brazil! We arrived back here on the 10th of January, thankfully just
in time before the South American travel ban, after an awesome three month visit to the UK. It has
been about a week since we came to the end of our two weeks quarantine that the Brazilian
government put into place just before we returned and it was actually quite nice just to get
everything organised and unpacked, as well as acclimatise ourselves to the Brazilian way of life
again. Life has pretty much gone back to normal here, which is a stark contrast to what we have
been used to in the UK. I'm sure that if you watch the news, you will have seen the difficulties that
people here have been going through with states like Manaus recently running out of oxygen in the
hospitals. Thankfully people were quick to respond but it highlights how despite everything seeming
normal here on the ground, Brazil is still struggling to cope and get a grasp of this virus and the
pandemic. Recently we were shopping in the supermarket and noticed how basic items like beans
had almost doubled in price. The president and the government blame it on the furlough scheme,
that finished at the end of last year, for causing such a rise in inflation and therefore the price of
products. Despite the scheme ending, prices have continued to remain high and so a lot of people
are going hungry and struggling to feed their families with salaries that do not match up to the rise in
inflation. The release of the vaccines have given people a small glimmer of hope and due to the fact
that Brazil is excellent at mass vaccination, we believe that more and more people will be getting
vaccinated over the next few weeks and months.
It is a shame that Evaldo and I were not able to see as many of you as we would have liked or spend
as much time with those that we did manage to see. However, we didn't even think we would make
it to the UK in 2020 and we are so thankful for the time that we had there after a really difficult year.
We are looking forward to the next time we are home when hopefully we can give you all some
really big hugs!
Thank you as always for taking the time to read our newsletters and support what we do. We really
appreciate it and we hope you are all keeping safe and well during this most recent lockdown.
Lots of Love,
Becky and Evaldo xxxxxx

Top Left: Our UK quarantine location was situated in the grounds of Brandsby Hall, an absolutely
lovely place to stay with lots of walks and fresh air.
Top Right: On our daily walks, we sometimes passed by the animals on the grounds like goats and a
Shetland pony called Cracker!!
Bottom Left: Evaldo getting acquainted with the llamas, his fellow South American pals!
Bottom Right: Going out to collect firewood for the log burner in his shorts and t-shirt. You can take
the Brazilian out of Brazil...

UK Trip
Before our arrival in the UK, we managed to secure our two-week quarantine location in Brandsby at
a place owned by one of our previous ReVive volunteers called 'Butterfly Cottage'. It was a beautiful
location and we were so thankful to have a place as lovely as that to spend our two weeks
quarantine. It meant that we could go out for lots of fresh air and get to know a part of the Yorkshire
countryside that we hadn't spent time in before. At the beginning of November, we relocated to
Mum and Dad's house and we were able to help Ellie (Becky's sister) move her things into her new
house in Cottingham, which was very exciting! As you can imagine, the rest of November was spent
in lockdown but as it was lifted in December, it meant that we were able to visit a few of our
supporting churches in York such as St Hilda's, St Lukes, and St Giles. We weren't sure if this would
be possible at all due to the pandemic but we were so grateful to be able to go there in person, in
some cases for the first time, and talk about our work and meet members of the congregations in a
Covid safe environment of course.
We also got to celebrate Evaldo's 30th birthday just before Christmas, which was lovely. We went for
brunch at Bill's and met up with Becky's cousins Rachel, Ed, Simon and Ava for a drink at Spark York.
On Christmas Day we were at home with my parents, sisters, and Vicky's boyfriend Ben
After last year when we felt so far away from everyone, it was so special to be able to spend some
quality time together. Overall our UK trip was awesome, not even the lockdowns could get us down
as we were just so glad to be home! As I mentioned before, it was so strange that we were near so
many of you and not able to visit but we are hopeful that next time, we will be able to exchange
hugs and step over the threshold of each others door once more.

Top Centre, Middle Left and Middle Right: Celebrating Evaldo's birthday in December with brunch
followed by drinks with Ed, Rach Simon and Ava.
Bottom Left: Coming to the UK always means going for a walk at Filey Bay.
Bottom Right: Helping my sister Ellie move into her new house in Cottingham just before the
November lockdown.
Brazilian Christmas...
Although Brazil wasn't under any lockdown restrictions, local councils did announce that people
would not be allowed to have big Christmas or New Years parties and that the usual events that

would take place at New Year, which is very popular in Brazil, would be suspended. Unfortunately
the coordination team at ReVive decided that the annual Christmas party would also be postponed
but that didn't stop them from spreading the Christmas cheer for the staff and girls. Observing the
recommended social distancing rules, Gordo and Graça from the coordination team handed out cake
and gifts to those staff members who were on shift and visited the homes of those who had days off.
Latin American countries usually have their main celebration on Christmas Eve and the girls helped
the educators during the day to prepare the special turkey dinner for the evening. The girls also the
received gifts of new clothes and beauty products and they really enjoyed dressing up to celebrate
the special event of Jesus’ birth.

Top Left: Evaldo and Dad loving life at the Bangers and Cash location in Thornton-Le-Dale.
Top Right: Enjoying a coastal walk at Staithes.

Bottom Left: Visiting Rev Geoff Mumford and the congregation of St Giles, Copmanthorpe.
Bottom Right: Visiting Rev Fran Wakefield and the congregation of St Hilda's.

Top, Bottom Left and Right: Visiting Rev Jackie and the congregation at St Luke's where we did two
services and got to chat to people outside afterwards.
Back To Brazil...
As I mentioned at the beginning, we are now safely back in Brazil after arriving on the 10th of
January. The Brazilian government changed the rules just before we flew so only citizens or those
with permanent visas could enter the country and we would have to quarantine for two weeks upon
arrival. It was actually quite funny, as we landed and pulled up to the gate, the air hosts and
hostesses asked us to remain in our seats even once the plane has finished parking. A man with a
police badge around his neck entered the plane and asked for the following people to please come
with him first before the other passengers. Evaldo was the first person to be called, at which point I
started panicking, thinking he was a wanted man and what was I going to do!! However, my name
also got called out so I started to assume it was something to do with Covid and we got taken to a
desk where we had to sign papers saying we were going to quarantine for two weeks!! It still makes
us chuckle so thought it might give you a laugh if I shared it.
It has been a week since we finished our mandatory quarantine and life in Brazil is basically
functioning as normal, aside from having to wear a mask as soon as you step out of the door. We are
still not allowed to return to ReVive as normal but we did go to give the girls some gifts and to say hi
to everyone at the house. We have also visited a couple of friends, which has been really nice but we
are keeping mixing to an absolute minimum as the Covid situation is unpredictable at the moment.
Now that the January holidays are coming to an end, we will see how things pan out with regards to
other areas of our work but we are excited to be back and see what the next few weeks will bring.

Top Left: The ReVive girls and staff enjoying a take away from Ubereats instead of the annual
Christmas party.
Top Right: Christmas Eve at the ReVive house.
Bottom Left: Graça delivering Christmas cake and gifts to our sister-in-law Mari.
Bottom Right: New Years Eve at the ReVive house (the two ladies in greay are Evaldo's aunties who
are twins).
Prayer points...
Firstly, we want to give thanks to God for our UK trip. We are so happy that we were able to go
home and spend time with family. We give thanks for all those who contacted us and support us.
We pray for all of those key workers who are battling this wave of Covid in the hospitals, those
working at schools, supermarkets, businesses, public transport etc. We pray for their continued
protection and that more people would continue to be vaccinated every day.
That God would continue to bless us with good health and care for us so that we can continue our
work.
We pray that 2021 would bring lots of work and progress to ReVive, that the staff would continue to
be in good health and follow God's direction so that the children and babies would be cared for in
the best way and that they could either return to their biological family or be adopted into new
families as soon as possible.
Please pray that the team could finally bring fostering to the city of Olinda in 2021.
We also ask for prayers for our Church- O Farol and that the work in the V8 community could
advance further this year.

Top Left: One of the newer ReVive girls, who arrived at the end of last year, recently celebrated her
16th birthday.
Top Right: Unfortunately, one of our ReVive girls spent the end of last year in hospital. At first the
team thought it was Covid but later on the doctors suspected that it could be Leukemia and she was
referred to the Oncologist for further tests. She was cleared of that and was eventually discharged
before New Year as she had recovered but the team didn't receive an actual diagnosis of what was
wrong. Please continue to pray for her health and that she will stay out of hospital in the future.
Bottom Left and Right: Two of the girls taking part in an exercise class on the local beach.

